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EASISLIDE 20MM VIRTUALLY
FRAMELESS SLIDING DOOR

FRAMELESS GLASS
WINDOW SEAT

Shown is our 20mm virtually frameless
sliding doors with top and bottom
tracks hidden below the floor and
above the plaster line. We use 10mm
toughened safety glass on the outside
as standard regardless of size.
We now do electronic locks, which
will soon be on display in our Perivale
showroom. The doors shown are 2.7m
tall, we can comfortably do 4.5m high
and are currently working on producing
up to 6m tall doors. Currently, our
doors can go up to 3m wide per panel;
however, if doing 3m wide, there will
be some restrictions on height.

FENSA MEMBER: 28292

FENSA MEMBER: A2924

FRAMELESS GLASS

W I N D O W S E AT
The window seat is available
with the option of both
structurally bonded and
clear vertical corner glass.
All glass used in our window
seats has two layers of
6mm toughened glass with
a minimum U-Value of 1
and is Solar Reflective and
Self-Cleaning as standard.
Both
versions
will
be
available to view at our
Perivale showroom soon.

LIGHTWELL

WALK ON GLASS

We do bespoke flat rooflights. If you
have a design in mind, please email
marcus@1stfoldingslidingdoors.co.uk
for feasibility.

Our Walk on Glass is suitable for external
or internal openings and can be made to
all different shapes and sizes. Here, you
see a walk on glass for an opening created
specifically to allow light into the floor below.

UP & OVER GLASS ROOF
Part of our most popular virtually frameless
glass roof collection, the Up and Over glass

roof design uses structurally bonded vertical
shaped panels which are joined to a glass
roof and bonded using structural silicon.

We stock solar glass up to 10mm thick
and can deliver in as little as 3 to 4 weeks.

FRAMELESS GLASS ROOF
Our Virtually Frameless Glass Roofs are a great
way to bring natural light into your home. We

carry out surveys with your builder to achieve
the best solution for your project. All our
structural glass is guaranteed for 10-years.

FRAMELESS GLASS WALKWAY
A glass walkway designed to bridge the gap between a
Grade 2 listed building and a newly built extension. The
glass units have a solar reflective coating which reduces
heat. All glass used on this project is heat soaked
toughened, we are happy to do several visits during the
building process to make sure that everything goes to
plan, there are no additional charges for this.

The extension of the glass roof
has created the rain water drip
as shown in this image.

PIVOT

DOOR

Glass pivot door with a minimal aluminium frame

Introducing, our brand new Pivot Door. The
door shown here is 2.4m wide x 2.1m high and
is in one piece. The door can go much taller
if needed. It can be completely flush inside
and outside, and can be produced in a variety
of colours. We stock metal in anthracite and
jet black, delivery in these colours is 4 weeks
from survey. There is no additional charge
for the other 150 RAL colours, but delivery
will be 6 to 8 weeks.

STEEL LOOK ALUMINIUM WINDOWS,
BI-FOLDS AND FRENCH DOORS
The Heritage Bi-Folds have sightlines of 94mm wide creating a slimline profile
to accentuate the steel look style door. With its Thermally Broken Aluminium
frames and slimline bars at 25mm wide, it offers a beautiful and modern
architectural glazing solution which can be manufactured to suit both traditional
and contemporary project styles.

The Art Déco inspired Heritage collection of bi-folds
and French doors, provide a blend of iconic steel
effect aesthetics with advanced performance.
Specifically designed to replicate traditional steel
doors and windows with authentic design details
such as handle back plate, bottom kick plate and the
slimline 25mm horizontal and vertical glazing bars.

ICONIC
DESIGN
RE-IMAGINED
Bringing a 21st Century
flare

to

the

Heritage

industrial steel style of

windows and doors design.

INTERNAL SCREEN
A N D PA R T I T I O N

The stunning impact of the
Steel look aluminium range can
also be replicated internally, to
transform rooms with luxury
screens, doors, side partitions,
enclosures
whilst
creating
unique and stylish living spaces.

90˚ MOVING CORNER POST
WE DO VARIOUS ANGLED OPENINGS IN OUR 83, 35 & 20MM
VIRTUALLY FRAMELESS SLIDING DOORS

Our classic Easislide 83mm interlock sliding door can
be produced into bespoke design options. The image
shown below is an 83mm sliding door over 3m tall
with a moving corner post sliding into an external
pocket. This allows much more opening space on
the smaller side of the doors. We also produced the
shaped window shown on the side of the extension
and similarly, the majority of our sliding doors can go
flush both inside and outside.

EASISLIDE VIRTUALLY FRAMELESS 20MM SLIDERS
DELIVERY 4 WEEKS FROM SURVEY
RAL9005, 7021, 7016 & WHITE

Along with a range of other products, the 20mm Slider is now

available to view in our newly refurbished showroom in Surbiton .
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